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Abstract

The following model description is aimed to be comprehensive enough
to allow replication of the model structure and its first tentative re-
sults, presented by the Rhine submodel. However, the agent decision
making is supposed to be modular in the sense that alternative decision
making can be incorporated.

1 Model description

The model description follows the ODD (Overview, Design, Details) protocol
for describing individual and agent-based models (Grimm et al. [2006]).

1.1 Overview

Agents located along one of a number of rivers create dikes and retention
sites in order to deal with unpredictable high water levels. While retention
sites store water away from the river until the water levels are safe again,
dikes increase the potential maximum discharge of a river segment and thus
the highest possible water level in the next segment. Thus, upstream agents
can create positive (retention) or negative (dikes) effects for downstream
agents.

1.1.1 Purpose

The model is exploratory in the sense that it allows to investigate a number
of different aspects in a social situation in which upstream agents create
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negative external effects for downstream agents. The objective is to investi-
gate the dynamics of different decision making processes in a simplified but
realistic decision environment of medium complexity. Both agent decision
making and behaviour of the environment is supposed to be verifiable by
decision makers involved in real world flood protection.

Environmental structure is not fixed but can be tuned to represent an
abstract set of river systems or a particular river (Rhine submodel). By this
design it is intended to investigate the impact of different environmental
structures on the same kind of decision making.

1.1.2 State variables and scales

1.1.2.1 Riverbucket A river consists of a number of instances of Riverbucket.
A Riverbucket is characterized by the following attributes:

1. exactly one inflow, which may be a random or preset inflow or an
instance of Riverbucket

2. any number of tributaries, which are random or preset inflows1

3. zero or one outflows, which is an instance of Riverbucket. If a
Riverbucket has no outflow it is the river’s mouth and the outflowing
water is no longer considered inside the model.

4. a length, given in kilometers

5. a dikelimit, given in cubic meters per second

6. any number of retention sites, each having a certain effectiveness on
the water level, which is given in cubic meters per second2

7. a safefy margin, as a number between 0 and 1, defining at what per-
centage of the dikelimit, the retention sites are used. Per default this
is set to 20%.3

1It may be useful to allow instances of Riverbucket as tributaries.
2A retention site usually has a defined amount of water which can be stored. Assuming

a floodwave peak to have the length of a day, the maximum effectiveness on the discharge is
calculated by dividing the amount [cubic meters] by 86400 seconds, which is the number of
seconds per day. However, retention sites are usually less effective than that. A possibility
for lower effectiveness, given as a double between 0 and 1 is already included in the model,
but not used so far.

3If there is more retention amount than 20% of the dikelimit, this should be automat-
ically altered, which does not occur at the moment.
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8. a number of downstream instances of Riverbucket to take into ac-
count when deciding whether or not to use the retention sites. Per
default this is set to 1. Result of this is that retention sites may
be used when the Riverbucket itself is not threatened but the next
downstream Riverbucket is.

9. any number of subsequent segments. If no segments are specified, the
dikelimit is considered to be the same for the whole Riverbucket and
the retention sites are considered to be usable for all the water. If
segments are specified, each segment can have a different dikelimit,
the dikelimit of the Riverbucket is then set to be the dikelimit of the
last segment. The lengths of the segments add up to the length of the
Riverbucket. Tributaries and retention sites are located in a certain
segment and work only there, meaning that a retention site in segment
one can not store water that comes in through a tributary in segment
two.4

1.1.2.2 Agent Each agent is responsible for exactly one instance of
Riverbucket.5 Objective of an agent is to prevent dike overflows. Each
round (see subsubsection 1.1.3 on scheduling), agents obtain money in order
to build dikes and retention sites and can remember the yearly peak water
levels. They can assess cost and potential effect on the maximum water
level of possible actions (see below) and decide on any number of actions
per round.6

Not used, but intended for further model uses, are agent traits like co-
operativeness, conformity, and fairness, respectively defining the agents in-
clination to behave in a group optimal as opposed to individually optimal
way or to gain social utility out of others’ approval of their own behaviour,
its inclination to follow group norms, and its adversity to create negative
external effects for others. These values are random numbers between 0 and
1.

1.1.2.3 Action An instance of Action is either a decision to raise a dike
or to build a retention site.7

4Alternatively, these segments could each be instances of Riverbucket, but then the
agents need to be able to manage more than one Riverbucket.

5But see footnote 4.
6At the moment, my agents are limited to one action per year, but I hope to alleviate

this with Jess.
7A problem are dike relocation measures. These do not have the water storage effect of

true retention sites but potentially still slow down the wave, so that the peak is lessened
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RaiseDike is located in a segment of a Riverbucket or the whole of a
Riverbucket. Correspondingly the length is set to twice the length of
the segment or Riverbucket. Raising a dike takes 15 rounds. There
should be a minimum by which a dike is raised, if it is raised at all,
which is, at the moment set to 1000 cubic meters per second. The cost
for a dike is fixed to be 1 Mio Euro per kilometer of dike to raise by
1000 cubic meters per second. This neglects a lot of effects regarding
efficiency on the one hand and increasing cost per height on the other.8

RetentionAction is located in a certain segment of or in the beginning of a
Riverbucket. Creating a retention site also takes 15 rounds following
the decision. A retention measure is characterized by an amount of
water that can be stored in cubic meters, an effectiveness between 0
and 1, a chance of failure between 0 and 1, a year of failure between
0 and 15, and a cost. The end effectiveness of a retention site is
calculated to be the storage amount divided by 86400 seconds (a day)
multiplied by the effectiveness. When a retention site is used, this end
effecitveness is subtracted from the discharge of a Riverbucket. A
measure to create a retention site can fail and when it does, it fails in
a certain year after the initial decision.9 The cost of a retention site is
fixed to be 4 Euro per cubic meter of storage amount.10

1.1.2.4 Institution Agent decision making is enabled and constrained
by instances of Institution. So far, institutions are used only as con-
straints, because they all are of the form: Agents must not do Action X if
Condition Y.11

NoUnnecessaryAction Agents must not choose an Action if their Riverbucket
is not threatened.12

somewhat. At the moment, these measures are treated as raising a dike.
8At the moment dikes are raised by the fixed effectiveness of 1000 cubic meters per

second, which of course limits the agents’ decision making too much.
9At the moment, all retention sites have an effectiveness of 1 or 0.5, a chance of failure

of 0, and year of failure of 0.
10In the data I have, a floodplain costs 3.5 Euro per cubic meter and technical retention

4.5 Euro per cubic meter, but at the moment, in the model this is not distinguished.
11No sanctions are implemented yet, all institutions are implemented as norms, which

are simply followed by the agents. However, it should be possible for them to reject an
institution and suffer the consequences, if there are consequences at all.

12Potentially, the way to define whether a Riverbucket is threatened can be done in
different ways. Also, this can be altered to include the whole downstream river instead of
only the one Riverbucket.
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NoDikeInNotThreatenedSegment Agents must not choose RaiseDike

in a segment (or Riverbucket without segments) if that segment is
not threatened.

NoTwoDikeActions Agents must not choose RaiseDike in a segment, in
which currently a dike is raised.

Payability Agents must not choose an Action which costs more than their
accumulated resources minus obligatory payment for already chosen
actions.

1.1.2.5 Evaluative Criterion Evaluative criteria are used to choose
from the possible actions, which were not ruled out by the institutions,
those that fit the criterion best.

The only EvaluativeCriterion defined is CostEffectiveness: Those
with the highest effect per money unit are chosen first. Althoug this can be
quite different when the total basin or only the agent’s own Riverbucket is
taken into account regarding the effectiveness.

1.1.3 Process overview and scheduling

The environmental varible of interest is the peak water level of a year. Thus,
a round in the model is considered to be a year. The water peak level is
processed through the river system.

Before the first year, an initialization phase takes place. Each year con-
sists of agent decision making, environmental processes, data collection and
learning and an optional collective choice process, which is not yet imple-
mented.13

1. Initialization

According to the specification in subsubsections 1.3.1 and 1.3.3 the
rivers, agents, actions, institutions, and evaluative criteria are initial-
ized.

2. Agent Decision Making

According to their institutions and evaluative criteria agents choose
floodprotection measures from among their possible actions, if they
perceive the need for action. Decision making is done in two steps:

13The sequence is a leftover of earlier models. It seems more logical to let the environ-
ment act first and the agents after that.
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First, all actions ruled out by a institution, which are followed by this
agent, are deleted from this round’s list of possible actions. Then, as
long as the money lasts and the safety standard is not already fulfilled,
actions are chosen, according to the evaluative criteria of the agent.

3. Environment Reaction

Agents’ decisions and water levels need to be processed.

(a) Decisions of agents are processed in the following way:

i. A newly chosen action is added to the agent’s obligations
and the potential measures to reduce the threats to a river
segment or Riverbucket. Retention actions are deleted from
the list of possible actions of the agent responsible for this
decision.

ii. All announced actions need to be paid, that is the resources
of the agent responsible for the action are reduced by the
actions’ cost divided by the number of years the action takes
to be completed plus one (the year of the decision).

iii. Retention actions are checked, whether it is the year in which
they potentially fail, and if so whether they do fail. Failed
actions are deleted from the list of announced actions.14

iv. All actions are checked, whether they are completed, accord-
ing to the time at which they were decided and the num-
ber of years it takes for them to be completed (current year
equals initial year plus number of years to build the measure).
Completed actions are built, that is deleted from the list of
announced actions and the corresponding river segment or
Riverbucket is altered. If the completed action is to raise a
dike, the dikelimit is altered, if it is to build a retention site,
a corresponding retention site is added to the list of retention
sites of a river segment or Riverbucket.

(b) The water level is processed in the following way:

i. The initial inflow and inflows from tributaries are calculated
or taken from corresponding charts.

ii. All instances of Riverbucket beginning upstream calculate
their total inflow (inflow plus all tributaries). If the inflow is
within a specified safety margin of the dikelimit, for this or a

14Potentially, they may be added to the list of possible actions again.
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specified number of downstream instances of Riverbucket,
all retention sites are used. That is, beginning from the first
segment (if there are any) the inflow and tributaries of that
segment are reduced by the retention effects to calculate the
discharge. If the water level is still above dike height, the
amount which is above dike height floods this segment and
the discharge into the next segment is set to be the dike limit.
This is followed through all segments resulting in a certain
discharge at the end of the Riverbucket. This discharge
is used as the inflow to the next downstream Riverbucket,
which calculates in the same manner.

4. Data Collection

All charts for displaying environmental and agent data collect their
data now. There are charts for discharge, dike level, and retention
amounts for each Riverbucket, a chart for floods, and a chart for all
relevant discharges. Decisions of agents are currently printed out as
text.

5. Meta Decisions (optional)

If agents move their problem on the collective choice level, that is to
either think about new evaluative criteria and institutions, or whether
or not to follow existing institutions on their own, or to communicate
on joint strategies, this is done in a meta decision phase.

1.2 Design concepts

1.2.1 Emergence

At this level, no emergence of collective behaviour, which is not directly
observable on the individual level takes place. A lag in dike building is
observable, which is due to the fact that agents react on rising water levels
only after their occurrence, which occur in their bucket due to decreased
flooding in upstream buckets.

1.2.2 Adaptation

Agents react on flooding with floodprotection measures, but have no further
adaptive capabilities.
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1.2.3 Prediction

Agents cannot predict water levels.15

1.2.4 Sensing

Agents sense the peak water level and the level that can be safely processed
through the segments of their Riverbucket and potentially a number of
downstream instances of Riverbucket.

1.2.5 Interaction

No interaction occurs. In later models, however, interaction will occur dur-
ing communication in meta decisions and through network effects of con-
nected agents.

1.2.6 Stochasticity

Depending on the initialization, water levels of inflows and tributaries are
either calculated using pseudo random numbers or taken from data charts.
See subsubsections 1.3.1 and 1.3.3 for further specification. For further
submodels it may become relevant that the agent traits, like cooperativeness,
fairness, and conformity, are also subject to a random number generator.

1.2.7 Collectives

No collectives exist. In later models, collectives will be defined by joint
strategies for a whole river basin.

1.2.8 Observation

An observer can observe agents’ decisions but not their reasoning, as well
as discharges, floodings and retention in all instances of Riverbucket, but
again not the reasons for using or not using retention.16

15This should be different, because real world water managers try to ascertain an un-
derlying distribution of yearly peak water levels on the basis of historic water levels. This
is used to define safety standards. In the model, however, this is not yet incorporated.

16Making reasons observable is, however, possible in principle, and may be useful for
model validation.
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Subbasin Segment Inflow/Tributary Dikelimit Length

[m
3

sec
] [km ]

upper Rhine 0 Rhine (Basel) 5000 256

1 Neckar 6000 50

2 Main 7200 66

lower Rhine 0 upper Rhine ∞ 34

1 Lahn ∞ 20

2 Mosel ∞ 110

3 Sieg/Ruhr/Lippe 13300 142

Dutch Rijn no lower Rhine 15000 148

Table 1: Parameters for the initialization of the model corresponding to data from
the Rhine.

1.3 Details

1.3.1 Initialization

The current version of the model is initialized to reproduce the situation
of the Rhine. The Rhine, in this model consists of three instances of
Riverbucket, the upper Rhine, the lower Rhine, and the Dutch Rijn. Ini-
tial parameter values for these subbasins are given in Table 1. There are no
initial retention sites.

Yearly peak water levels are calculated using a pseudo random number
generator and Gaussian distribution with means and standard deviations ac-
cording to Table 2, which were obtained by using the maximum discharges
from a Rhine rain generator (source), taking three quarters of the maxi-
mum as mean and one eighth as the standard deviation. This creates much
higher discharges compared with real historic data, which is useful, in or-
der to see flooding and the need for floodprotection measures in the model.
However, alternatively, historic data series or a distribution calculated from
the historic data, will be used to run the model.

1.3.2 Input

Floodprotection measures according to the Rhine Action Plan (source) are
used as initial possible actions, given in Table 3. Raising dikes is always
possible. New retention sites are generated using a random retention site
generator. Each round this creates retention sites with a probability of
0.1 for each subbasin, and with random location within the segments of
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River Mean Discharge Standard Deviation

[m
3

sec
] [m

3

sec
]

Rhine (Basel) 3817 636

Neckar 2017 336

Main 1507 251

Lahn 1380 230

Mosel 3127 521

Sieg/Ruhr/Lippe 1732 289

Table 2: Parameters for the random discharges of the inflow into the upper Rhine
and the tributaries of the Rhine.

the Riverbucket and random retention amounts (according to a Gaussian
distribution with mean 10 Mio cubic meters and standard deviation of 4
Mio cubic meters) and random cost (according to a Gaussian distribution
with mean 4 Euro per cubic meter and standard deviation of 0.5 Euro per
cubic meter).

1.3.3 Submodels

One submodel will follow the design of Krebs et al. [2007]. There are ten
rivers with ten instances of Riverbucket each. Each of the 100 agents is
connected in a small world network (parameters) and knows its direct neigh-
bours and potentially agents located elsewhere in the same river or in other
rivers. Parameters for the setup of this submodel are yet to be specified.
The network will have either of two effects. First, it can serve for social
utility in the sense that agents creating negative effect for their downstream
users receive negative social utility from their fellows. Second, it can serve as
a means to spread new institutions and evaluative criteria, such as “agents

must not raise dikes” or “choose measures with higher environmental impact

first”.17

17Environmental impact would have to be defined, for instance as 0 for raising dikes,
0.5 for relocating dikes (same as raising dikes except for this parameter), 0,5 for technical
retention, and 1 for natural retention. A relation of environmental impact and cost of a
measure would have to be defined.
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Subbasin Segment Amount Effectiveness Resulting Effect

[m3] [m
3

sec
]

upper Rhine 0 7800000 1 90
0 12000000 1 139
0 5000000 1 58
0 6100000 1 71
0 34600000 0.5 200
0 39200000 0.5 227
0 23700000 0.5 137
0 9000000 0.5 52

2 11200000 0.5 65

lower Rhine 2 4530000 0.5 26
2 29500000 0.5 170
2 34090000 0.5 197

3 17350000 0.5 100

Table 3: Parameters for the initialization of possible retention sites corresponding
to data in the Rhine.
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